
AUDREY LANE

HOW IT'S MADE

Uncomplicated and simply beautiful, 
Audrey Lane evokes high-design while 
enticing your imagination. Their products 
are made of high-end porcelain and give 
the look of natural materials without the 
upkeep of stone, wood or metal. Browse 
their exclusive patterns or create your 

own. Design a truly bespoke tile surface 
with Audrey Lane’s color and scale 
customization capabilities. Their in-house 
designers are prepared to collaborate with 
you on your projects. Audrey Lane is your 
opportunity to discover what's possible in 
the world design.

In case you’re wondering… They start 
with large format luxury porcelain tiles,  
then have lots of fun playing with color 
and finishes.  The color pallet currently 
consists of 97 options including wood 
looks, metal, natural stone, and solid 
colors.  Once the desired products are 
selected, Audrey Lane will fabricate 
into the pattern of your choice.  For 
mosaic size patterns, the material is 
mesh-mounted and faced with clear tape.  
For custom projects, Audrey Lane offers 
a made-to-fit installation, or can provide 
a diagram for easy installation.  See more 
about the possibilities with Audrey Lane 
on page 2.
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INTRODUCING… ALEX TURCO ART DESIGNER

With a perfectly balanced mix of beautiful 
photography and multimedia graphics 
coupled with hand processed materials make 
Alex's work an artistic breakthrough 
bringing to life an elegant art form.

Offering the client the rare opportunity to 
actively share in the creative process with the 
artist, Alex Turco’s Decorative Art Panels are 
custom made to meet clients requirements 
in terms of size, color, and finish.

Go play! Have fun with the Audrey 
Lane online custom design tool at 
audreylane.com.  The custom design tool 
was created by designers, to give you the 
opportunity to create a one-of-a-kind, custom 
tile pattern for your projects over and over 
again. Create your bespoke tile surface with 
our Custom Design Tool in five simple steps:

Go to audreylane.com and select 
Custom Design Tool
Select your Design
Select your Scale
Select your Color Palette and place your 
colors in a blend or repeating pattern
Print your Selection Sheet and/or high 
resolution image

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Conceived to lavishly style interiors and to 
rejuvenate the concept of living well, the 
Canvas Art Panels are a valuable accent to 
tastefully created atmospheres.
The Aluminum Art Panels are spectacular, 
one of a kind statements fashioned for 
either indoor or outdoor use.

Alex Turco's panels are distributed worldwide 
from his headquarter in Italy and in the United 
States; partnering with interior design and 

architecture firms, business professionals 
has proven the versatility of the panels 
allowing them to meet the expectations of 
the most demanding clients.
 
In this new art form for the interior design 
world, Alex’s passion is to define concept 
as art for life!

“To live art as it has never been lived until 
now, taking it where it has never been 
before with passion and innovation”
- Alex Turco (alexturco.com)

CUSTOM TILE
DESIGN TOOL
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UNICA IS UNIQUE OCEAN LUXURY TILE COLLECTION

Woven vinyl flooring from 2tec2 is a 
favorite pick amongst talented architects, 
interior designers and contractors 
worldwide. 2tec2 is a synthetic floor 
covering composed of vinyl yarns with 
glass fiber core, woven together on 
jacquard looms and finished with a 
homogeneous vinyl backing, reinforced 
with a non-woven glass fiber. Thanks to its 
unique composition, this superior flooring 
is resistant to wear and adheres to the 
highest quality standards.
 
For high traffic locations, 2tec2 delivers all 
of the advantages of woven vinyl – durability, 

Simple lines, dusty colors and precious 
materials are the key points of OCEAN, a 
collection that born from a perfect 
equilibrium between artisanship and 
technology innovation.

Sumptuous and metallic materials are 
combined with portions of matt surfaces 
creating different geometric and contrasting 
patterns which can be used as a highly 
visual impact in domestic or public spaces.
 
Available in two formats – 60x120 cm 
(24”x48”) and 20x20 cm (8”x8”) – 
OCEAN is a clear example of the creative 
and artistic side of porcelain stoneware.

hygiene and chemical, water and stain 
resistance – combined with the visual 
appeal of woven textiles. In brief, a durable 
solution for commercial or residential 
projects, both indoors and outdoors.
 
2tec2 was launched in 2005 and is designed 
& woven in Belgium. The brand is part of a 
family owned company with a tradition in 
the textile industry.  2tec2’s goal is to 
provide innovation into today’s commercial 
floorings proposition with a new hybrid 
type of flooring. The woven vinyl and fiber 
glass flooring is remarkably robust, very 
functional and yet elegant.

LIVE YOUR STYLE

"Kim & Jason" by Jason Kotecki. Learn more at EscapeAdulthood.com
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THE WOW EXPERIENCE
WOW Design Studio specializes in 
exclusive Ceramic product development. 
Always attentive to colour trends and 
material finishes in combination with the 
latest technologies and their Creative 
Design team touch, they have created their 
own image and recognizable style, which is 
now  present in 42 countries worldwide.

Directly in contact with Architects and 
Interior Designers, WOW creates and 
designs concepts in their Design Studio. 
They develop prototypes in their Lab and 
fully produce indoors, in a 22,000 sqm 
facility “Tendencias Cerámicas”, based 
in Spain.

Backed with 16 years’ experience and an 
enthusiastic young team of professionals, 
WOW Designs is in constant evolution and 
proud of each one of their creations.
 
WOW looks after every detail through 
the whole process, from the concept to 
the moment the products are ready to 
serve. To achieve such a service, they 
have total internal control of each one of 
the processes and coordination between 
all the Departments of the WOW family.
 
Let us proudly introduce you to each one of 
our collections, you are invited to feel the 
WOW experience...

"Kim & Jason" by Jason Kotecki. Learn more at EscapeAdulthood.com
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JAMIE BECKWITH
COLLECTION

Jamie Beckwith is a leading trendsetter in 
the realm of luxury interior design and the 
founder and design visionary behind the 
Jamie Beckwith Collection®. This 
innovative offering of prestige wood 
surfacing treatments for both floor and 
vertical surfaces forever changes the 
concept of how wood can be used in 
residential, commercial, and corporate 
environments. Since establishing Beckwith 
Interiors design practice in 2006, the 
celebrated interiors authority has achieved 
a national presence, renowned for her 
discerning eye and sophisticated interiors 
for both commercial and residential clients 
from coast to coast. The Jamie Beckwith 
Collection© is the designer’s signature 
transformative media dedicated to expressing 
the perfect balance between creativity and 
design, art and functionality. Comprised of 
the Enigma©, Projection™, Mosaic™, and 
Etched hardwood tiles series, this directional 
application of organic materials with 
resonance is animated by the designer’s 
appreciation of beauty within art and nature. 
Inspired by the traditional warmth of wood 
but with an inventive and contemporary 
interpretation of ornamental patterns, every 
surface becomes a blank canvas to explore 
dimension, structure, shape and light.

The Jamie Beckwith Collection® embraces 
the artisans’ ethos of quality and attention to 
detail. Manufactured within the Beckwith 
companies own production facility in 
Nashville, Tennessee, each product eschews 
the concept of conventional uniformity – 
instead celebrating the individual interpretation 
of the natural beauty of each piece 
through expert handmade craftsmanship.
 
The Jamie Beckwith Collection® presents 
the strength of nature combined with the 
heart of design.
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WE LOVE WHAT WE DO,
AND WE DO IT WITH PASSION!

ABOUT TRINITY SURFACES

"Kim & Jason" by Jason Kotecki. Learn more at EscapeAdulthood.com

HANDMADE TO
TOUCH

THE SOUL

Why? Our focus is on helping designers 
maximize their surface design capabilities – 
Surface Ninjas. We believe our people are 
our most important asset. We are intentional 
about building a culture that honors creativity, 
hard work and family. Have a question about 
a product? Ask a Surface Ninja.

Our name is Trinity Surfaces. We have been 
in business since 1996 and continue to be a 
leader in our industry. We supply a wide 
range of surface products including floor 

tile, wall tile, natural stone, and other 
commercial flooring products to large-scale 
commercial projects all across the United 
States. Our long list of satisfied clients 
includes premier national brands in 
restaurants, hotels, resorts and retail outlets.

Mosarte is a Brazilian company synonymous 
with innovation in specialty coverings and 
awarded for design.  Mosarte was founded 
in 1995 and since then they have been 
working on the basis of expertise and talent 
of our team to create products that enhance 
rooms, making them unique and pleasant to 
live in. 

Freedom is at your hands…

Semplice + Simples is a breakthrough 
system from Mosarte that facilitates the 
layout of special coverings.  This new 
technology brings in the back of each piece 
an extremely resistant adhesive, spaced 
from the wall by deformable spheres.  So it 
is possible to move this piece during 
installation, before full adherence.  The 
result is a more dynamic project done 
quicker, cheaper and in a cleaner manner.
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